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UPON IT (there shall be) “19!”
(74/30)

Here, we shall witness the miraculous 19 code & system within the 7 pairs of
golden Letters (these are actually those 14 sets of very special Letters, that prefix
29 Chapters of the Quran-Testament), now, in this second document.
This awesome “mathematical planning” established by Almighty within these 7 pairs of
golden Letters may thus --after and together with that 2 pairs of golden Words, we have
already witnessed in our first document-- constitute herein the basic 19 code & system,
that is again also called a Commemoration (=Dhekr) and a Commemorative (=Dhekraa)
by Almighty therein, in the Quran-Testament. (please, see The Testament 39/23 & 74/31)
And Almighty again has promised great rewards for all sincere believers, who would
hearken to this important Message, and thereafter wholeheartedly sit and work on it,
and thus clearly witness and easily verify it with their own eyes and ears and minds,
herein! (please, see The Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 15/87 & 57/19)
This is again one of the greatest miracles of Almighty in history, that would be revealed
within/for this Last Millennium now. And this has already thus been well prophesied
by all major Prophets (especially by Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad)
through that Messenger of Covenant now, who was thus promised to them by Almighty
to come out in the beginning of this Third and Last Millennium with this great Message
of Eternal Salvation, for all sincere believers! (please, see The Testament 39/23 & 15/87;
2/25-27, 62 & 74/26-31 & …)
So let us start and together try to clearly witness this very simple to comprehend but
absolutely impossible to imitate our next awesome primary “mathematical planning”
herein, which again even before going to that --perhaps, only just a little bit more advanced
than this, and may also require some simple and basic Arabic knowledge therein-- further
and chief “mathematical plannings” (*to get a little bit more detailed and straightforward
information on this most critical Subject, we should also go to The Reading document later,
and certainly see the whole Introduction part therein, and then again especially pages
18-21 therein related to our most essential Subject now herein) could easily overpower
and overwhelm all human, or extra-terrestrial & jinn etc. capabilities (please, see 17/88),
and may absolutely thus serve as one of the greatest evidences of the most Intelligent
existence and the best Discerning power and capability of one and only Almighty
hereby, over the universe, and over all of us herein, in this most critical and Final Age!
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So here, let us first briefly see again some of those most critical Verses of the
Quran-Testament, and then also some of those most critical prophecies of those great
Prophets, that are profoundly describing and informing us about this 19 coded awesome
primary “mathematical planning” herein, which has thus been intended and revealed
by Almighty now within/for this Third and Last Millennium:

====================
23- The Authority has sent-down -herein- the nicest Utterance as a written-record,
consisting of similar --Letters-- in pairs/twoers (=mutashaabehan mathaanea)!
** We shall see in the next section in this regard those 14 sets of very special Letters that prefix 29 Chapters
of the Quran-Testament, as they are thus used therein by Almighty in a very specific manner, which
eventually do give us in the end thus -numerically- similar (=mutashaabehan) 7 pairs/twoers (=mathaanea)
of golden Letters, as they are counted and thereafter recorded therein thus exactly in this very specific and
intact manner:
Sad
Ta-He
Ta-Sin
Alef-Lam-Ra
Nun-Vav-Nun
Alef-Lam-Mim-Ra
Ha-Mim-Ayn-Sin-Qaf

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Qaf
Ha-Mim
Ya-Sin
Alef-Lam-Mim
Ta-Sin-Mim
Alef-Lam-Mim-Sad
Kef-He-Ya-Ayn-Sad

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their
hearts do soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of The Authority!
This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of The Authority, He guides with it whomever
He wants; but whomever The Authority makes-stray, there can be no Guide for him
-thereafter! (The Testament 39/23)
====================
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====================
87- And We have definitely given to you Seven from those pairs/twoers (=almathaanee),
and -thus- the great Reading! (The Testament 15/87)
** First of all, we should immediately notice herein that these pairs/twoers (=almathaanee) have already
been mentioned by Almighty in the previous Verse, as again pairs/twoers (=mathaanea) therein
in that specific Context, we have seen above.
So here Almighty thus additionally emphasizes the number Seven (=sab’an) in the above Verse related with
these pairs/twoers (=almathaanee) now, and thus He is further explaining and hereby solidly confirming
again His miraculous “mathematical planning,” as we have already seen it therein, thus now:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Sad
Ta-He
Ta-Sin
Alef-Lam-Ra
Nun-Vav-Nun
Alef-Lam-Mim-Ra
Ha-Mim-Ayn-Sin-Qaf

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Qaf
Ha-Mim
Ya-Sin
Alef-Lam-Mim
Ta-Sin-Mim
Alef-Lam-Mim-Sad
Kef-He-Ya-Ayn-Sad

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

And secondly, we can also clearly infer herein that Almighty must be referring to these
pairs/twoers (=almathaanee) at the end of this Verse above, also as the great Reading (=alQuran),
probably because they are thus also meant to be read (=qurea) in this specific order, and according to their
specific numbers, after having been thus precisely counted and matchingly placed under code “19!” (We shall
come to it next: 74/26-31) And this must also exactly apply to those 2 pairs of our golden Words, too, as we
have clearly witnessed them in our first document. (So please, certainly see now The Testament 17/106 &
36/69 & 7/204 & 84/21-25 also in this regard.)

====================
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====================
26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!
27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!
-----------------------------------It does not let-last,

--------------------------------------and It does not let-stay,

(thereafter, it presents)
------------------------------Tables
------------------------------for the humanity.
30-

Upon it (there shall be) “19!”

** We shall see in the next section in this regard those 4 defective forms of our those 14 sets of very special
Letters therein, as:
----------------------------------------He (capped with Te)
Vav (capped with Alef)

&

------------------------------------------Ya (capped with Alef)
He (capped with Te)

which will therefore thus be rejected and excluded therein, on both sides, by this heavenly Uprooter
(=Saqara) system; but then it shall also present us those 7 pairs of major and intact golden Letters, as we have
seen previously, within perfect Tables (=Levvaahatun) then, as all of them coded with number “19” therein,
on both sides again, just as it has Wisely been pointed out thus again in the above Verses thereafter!

31- And We did not make the guardians of the Fire, except Angels; and We did not make
their number (=19), except as a test for the disbelievers; thus
= the ones who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) herein may attain
certainty, and the believers may augment belief,
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) and the believers
hereby shall not doubt,
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= but the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:
What is it that The Authority -really- intended by this allegory (the allegory that has
already been cited in the above 26-30. Verses)? The Authority thus makes-stray
(=yudellu) with it, whoever wants, and guides (=yahdee) with it, whoever wants.
And none can know the armies of your Lord, except He; and it (=that Uprooter, cited in
the above 26-30. Verses) is not, except a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) for the humanity!
(The Testament 74/26-31)
** We must also have thus already solidly perceived the close relation between these Verses (74/26-31)
and that Verse (39/23) that we have previously seen, through the very critical keywords herein
such as Commemorative (=Dhekraa), and then guides (=yahdee), and makes-stray (=yudellu) used
and emphasized in both of these specific Verses, which basically thus signals to us that same
awesome “mathematical planning” of Almighty in the end, within the Quran-Testament! (please, also see
again The Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31 in this regard.)

====================

After this, all those other critical Verses (especially 2/23-27 therein, in which Almighty
likens each of those very special 2 pairs of heavenly Words “allegorically” (=mathalan)
to heavenly Fruits from Him, that would immensely nourish the soul and mind of all
sincere believers, who would truly work on them therein, and will definitely lead them to
His approval, and also His eternal rewards, thereafter),
and then all those related critical prophecies again of those major Prophets (=especially
Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad), which are miraculously heralding and supporting
this promise of Almighty in exactly similar “allegorical” ways, as we have basically and
solidly witnessed each of them in our first document (=Awesome Miracle -1-)
must, of course, thus thoroughly and genuinely be valid again also for these 7 pairs of
our heavenly Letters herein, too. (please, see again The Testament 2/23-27 in this regard.)
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So now I will only quote here these two additional very interesting prophecies from
prophet Muhammad, regarding our very special 7 pairs of golden Letters, herein:
====================
1- Prophet Muhammad said: The Mahdee (=that “Messenger of Covenant” prophesied, and
thus strongly supported by prophet Muhammad, also in Quran, A. Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8)
is from me; his forehead will be bright, and his nose great;
he shall fill the earth --on the left side-- with equity (=qistan), and --on the right side-with justice (=adlan), as it was filled with rudeness and oppression -before; and thus he
will rule seven years! (from Abu Davud)
2- Prophet Muhammad said: In my congregation there will be a Mahdee (=that “Messenger
of Covenant” again); if shortened, (he will do) SEVEN, and if not, (he will do) NINE! …..
(from Ibn Macah)
** Again, first of all, we should certainly recall herein that Almighty would specifically Yahdee (=Guide)
this “Messenger of Covenant” with that 19 coded awesome heavenly “mathematical plannings,” as we have
clearly thus seen within those specific Verses above (39/23 = 74/26-31), who is thus basically also called
again therefore as Mahdee (=Guided Servant of Almighty) by prophet Muhammad herein; (please, also see
again Quran, Naml 93 = Aale Imraan 81 & Ahzaab 7-8 = Muddaththir 26-31 in this regard.)
And then, prophet Muhammad again must be pointing out to the double (left & right) sided property
of this heavenly 19 code & system, with which Almighty would thus definitely Yahdee (=Guide) this Man,
Mahdee (=Guided Servant of Almighty), and thereupon, so that he would thus be able to fill the earth
--on the left side-- with equity (=qistan), and --on the right side-- with justice (=adlan) also and especially
in this sense herein! (Please, also go to The Testament 6/115 & 7/29 to clearly see the close association of
these specific words (=qistan & adlan) with this 19 coded authentic “mathematical plannings” therein.
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And finally, prophet Muhammad emphasizes in his above second prophecy two special numbers in a
very specific manner, regarding this Mahdee again:
…if shortened, (he will do) SEVEN, and if not, (he will do) NINE!
So if we look again carefully at our those very special golden Letters in this regard, in their entirety (including
those fully “legitimate forms” to be counted therein, together with those “defective forms” to be eliminated
thereafter; 74/28), perhaps we can also finally solve and thus clearly see the deeper and genuine meaning
behind this miraculous prophecy of prophet Muhammad herein again, thus now:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Sad
Ta-He
Ta-Sin
Alef-Lam-Ra
Nun-Vav-Nun
Alef-Lam-Mim-Ra

&
&
&
&
&
&

Qaf
Ha-Mim
Ya-Sin
Alef-Lam-Mim
Ta-Sin-Mim
Alef-Lam-Mim-Sad

1
2
3
4
5
6

7 Ha-Mim-Ayn-Sin-Qaf

&

Kef-He-Ya-Ayn-Sad

7

----------------------------------------8 He (capped with Te)

9 Vav (capped with Alef)

&
&

-------------------------------------------Ya (capped with Alef)
8
He (capped with Te)

9

And then we should also see here this remarkable Verse in the Quran-Testament,
which may thus closely be related with, and thereby is referring us also to these 7 pairs of
our golden Letters herein, thus:
====================
12- The Authority is the One who has created Seven skies, and from the earth
the same (Seven) as them; the Command (=alAmru: is also a reference to His specific
Written-Record, consisting also of those 7 pairs of golden Letters; please, see 42/52 =
39/23 = 15/87 in this regard) thus comes down into the midst of them,
that you may thus know that The Authority is upon every wanted-thing a Measurer,
and The Authority thus encompassed every wanted-thing with Knowledge!
(The Testament 65/12)
** We know that our atmosphere can also be divided into Seven layers of skies, with regard to their certain
properties: troposphere & ozone & stratosphere & mesosphere & thermosphere & ionosphere & exosphere,
and so our earth can also be divided thereafter again into Seven layers of earths, with regard to their certain
properties: inner core & outer core & d” layer & lower mantle & transition region & upper mantle & crust,
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within these fairly credible Scientific approaches and terms; so Almighty now, of course, having already
known --from before the foundation of the world-- all of these downward Seven and upward Seven layers,
by sending down herein His that specific Command = His westward Seven and eastward Seven layers of
those golden Letters now: Crust
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Sad
Ta-He
Ta-Sin
Alef-Lam-Ra
Nun-Vav-Nun
Alef-Lam-Mim-Ra
Ha-Mim-Ayn-Sin-Qaf

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Qaf
Ha-Mim
Ya-Sin
Alef-Lam-Mim
Ta-Sin-Mim
Alef-Lam-Mim-Sad
Kef-He-Ya-Ayn-Sad

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

He is thus making a harmonius and very meaningful Wise action, to further show us again His omnipotence
and deep knowledge within the “nature” that He has created thus with exact calculation, great power
and Wisdom, and then also within His “word” that He has created thus with exact calculation, great power
and Wisdom again!
And we should also certainly notice herein that, although those layers of skies and earth may thus exactly be
equal with regard to their numbers (7 = 7) therein, they can also be hugely different in regard to their
dimensions; and it is same again with our layers of those golden Letters above; although they are thus exactly
equal with regard to their numbers (7 = 7) therein, they can also be hugely different in regard to their
frequencies within the Quran-Testament. (We shall thus witness it clearly, in the next section.)

====================
r core
And we should also definitely see these Verses (36/36 = 51/20-21 & 51/49 = 12/105)
in the Quran-Testament, to be able to better perceive the critical importance of Almighty’s
creation of all those kind of many mathematically precise “pairs” in heavens and on earth,
and thereafter, His creation of mathematically precise “pairs” again thus in His own Word,
as very important Signs and thus critical means of Commemoration (=alDhekr: is also a
most basic reference again to His specific Written-Record, consisting also of all those
2 pairs of golden Words, and 7 pairs of golden Letters; please, see again 39/23 = 15/87
in this regard) thus for all His sincere and obedient servants, herein! (please, also certainly
see again The Testament 51/49 = 50/7-8 in this regard.)
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7 Pairs of Golden “LETTERS”
(39/23 = 15/87)

So after thus seeing and witnessing together all these most critical Verses of
the Quran-Testament, and also recalling some of those most critical prophecies of
the major Prophets (=especially, Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad), briefly,
we can now thus fully focus then on our, thus well prophesied, main Subject herein,
and thereby try to solidly see and easily comprehend herein this 19 coded
awesome “mathematical planning,” for our own eternal salvation and benefits, A.W.,
now and forever.
Then, if we go Chapter by Chapter herein, and collect and gather together and count then
each of those golden Letters (please, remember again that these were actually those 14 sets
of very special Letters, that prefix those 29 specific Chapters in the Quran-Testament),
what we will get at the very end of the Quran-Testament shall be:
total number
of occurrences

total number
of occurrences

C.38

Sad

28

56

Qaf

C.57

C.20

Ta-He

240

437
317
361
159
224
254

Ha-Mim
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

C.40
C.41
C.43
C.44
C.45
C.46

C.27

Ta-Sin

118

277

Ya-Sin

C.36

C.10
C.11
C.12
C.14
C.15

Alef-Lam-Ra
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

2520
2519
2403
1205
916

10009
5729
1679
1265
814
569

Alef-Lam-Mim
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

C.2
C.3
C.29
C.30
C.31
C.32
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C.68

Nun-Vav-Nun

226

604
574

Ta-Sin-Mim
* * *

C.26
C.28

C.13

Alef-Lam-Mim-Ra

1491

5366

Alef-Lam-Mim-Sad

C.7

C.42

Ha-Mim-Ayn-Sin-Qaf

551

756

Kef-He-Ya-Ayn-Sad

C.19

______________ ______________

(19x…) = 12217 29450 = (19x…)
======================================================================
C.20

He (capped with “Te”)

36

4
6

Ya (capped with “Alef”)
*

C.36
C.19

C.68

Vav (capped with “Alef”)

0

26

He (capped with “Te”)

C.19

And please, note that we put the Letters with “higher frequency of occurrence”
in the Quran-Testament, on the right side, and with “lower frequency of occurrence”
on the left side again, on our Table above.
And then, after eliminating those “defective forms” herein first, we can again solidly get
two positive results (=two numbers that are multiples of 19), when we add up the number
of occurrences of each of these fully legitimate forms of our very special golden Letters,
on our Table above, at both sides, again! (please, certainly remember here that exactly
similar procedure we have already followed within those 2 pairs of our golden Words,
in the previous document, ultimately based on 74/26-31 therein again, in this regard.)
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Again, herein as some additional very important Signs of Wisdom after this, from Almighty,
we should also definitely notice that in our above Table,
we can again get some totals --that are multiple of 19-- on our way (at that
underlined numbers, on both sides therein), before reaching our final grand results
on both sides, above:
Firstly, when we add up those first 5 (=5x1) numbers at the right side
(including that 159 therein),
and then for this, afterwards, when we add up those first 10 (=5x2) numbers
at the left side (including that 1491 therein);
Secondly, when we add up those first 6 (=6x1) numbers at the left side
(including that 2403 therein),
and then for this, afterwards, when we add up those first 12 (=6x2) numbers
at the right side (including that 1265 therein);
and finally, when we reach the last numbers at both sides above, we see that there are
11 numbers in total at the left side, and 18 numbers in total at the right side;
so in this instance:
thus those first “5” numbers have already given us a multiple of 19, first of all, at the
right side;
and then for this, afterwards those (+5) = 10 numbers have given us a multiple of 19
at the left side;
then those first “6” numbers have already given us a multiple of 19, second of all, at the
left side;
and then for this, afterwards those (+6) = 12 numbers have given us a multiple of 19
at the right side;
and ultimately, those “11” numbers have thus given us herein a multiple of 19, lastly,
at the left side;
and then for this, afterwards those (+7) = 18 numbers ultimately have thus given us
a multiple of 19 at the right side!
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And we should also notice that those four “defective (=because they are situated under
other main Letters) forms” of our golden Letters above both give us the same total = 36,
on each side, under our Table, therein.
And we should also certainly notice that in the counting of these 2 pairs of our
golden Words first (as we have already witnessed them manifestly, at the end of that
first document), and then 7 pairs of our golden Letters herein (as we shall witness them
manifestly again, at the end of this second document), we exactly follow the same basic and
straightforward principle,
= we do NOT include the very Words of those opening statements (=bism …) into our
counting!
= we do NOT include the very Letters of those opening letters (=alef …) into our
counting!
In both cases, we only and exactly count all of those golden Words and Letters therein
in the actual original Text, thereafter; as Almighty thus promised and thereby truthfully
granted to us herein a wonderful, simple and straightforward “Mathematical Planning,”
thus absolutely with no --logical or numerical-- contradiction and no flaw in it! (please,
certainly see again The Testament 4/82 & 18/1 & 39/28 in this regard.)
So all sincere believers now, who want to be among those happy and forever blessed
high ranking Servants of Almighty = “community of the right-side” (=ashaabu alyameen;
56/27-40) should sit and work now on these two very important righteous Works, thus
clearly delivered to them herein within these first two critical documents (=Awesome
Miracle 1 & 2) by this Messenger of Covenant, as thus has been genuinely promised by
Almighty to all sincere believers, from all nations! (please, see again The Testament
2/23-27 & 62 in this regard.) (And please, also see Torah, Genesis 22/18-19 in this regard.)
And all sincere believers, who want to be among those happiest and forever blessed
highest ranking Servants of Almighty = “the foremost-ones” (=alsaabequuna; 56/10-26)
should sit and also work then on those very critical righteous Works, as again clearly
thus already been explained and delivered to them therein within that critical
document (=The Reading, especially within that Introduction part therein) by this
Messenger of Covenant, as thus has been genuinely promised again by Almighty to
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all sincere believers, from all nations! (please, see again The Testament 2/23-27 & 62
this time in this further regard.)
** And we should certainly know that there is nothing to fear here, regarding this further and chief
“mathematical plannings” therein, because after learning some very basic and simple Arabic reading and
grammar rules, it will be fairly easy and straightforward, from the start to the end, therein. And definitely,
it may make a huge difference with regard to happiness and closeness in the sight of Almighty, as I tried to
openly point it out above. So all sincere believers who are capable of that, should also definitely go for that;
and I strongly recommend you herein to start with that exceptionally miraculous “mathematical planning” of
Chapter 74 therein, first of all, and then decisively go on, as further as we can, by Almighty’s great help and
under His constant guiding power therein! (10/9) We may certainly be very happy with it, herein and in the
hereafter! (16/97 & 56/10-26)

And we should also certainly recall here that all those major Prophets (=Noah, Abraham,
Moses, Jesus, David, Muhammad) would certainly believe in and fully support this
Message/Messenger of Covenant now, as they all together --from before the foundation of
the world-- already pledged Almighty to do so! (please, especially remember again Quran,
Aale Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8 in this regard.) And they all together in this sense actually
have already done so, by their miraculous prophecies about this Message/Messenger of
Covenant herein, as we have already basically witnessed some of the most crucial ones
of them within these first two critical documents. (*And please, also see the “Words of
Patriarchs & Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad” documents in their entirety, to be able
to thoroughly witness all of them, therein, at once.)
So this Messenger of Covenant and all those sincere believers who will follow him in this
righteous cause now, may also rightfully hope then for these great Prophets’ full support
and thereby thus their intercession in the hereafter; after getting the permission, of course,
of Almighty therein first, especially if we have already wholeheartedly and sincerely
worked on this Word herein! (please, see The Testament 20/109 = 14/27 in this regard.)
But those who hatefully and ignorantly reject this Message/Messenger of Covenant now,
may also definitely totally be deprived then of Almighty’s all mercy, and thereafter these
great Prophets’ any support and thus any of their intercession, completely, in the hereafter!
(please, see The Testament 3/86-88 & 74/48-49 in this regard.)
** But we also must be really very careful, and so must certainly know herein that all the power of
Intercession (=alshafa’atu) only belong to Almighty, in the first place; (please, see The Testament 39/44)
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And so if He does not permit for a person therein first of all, no Angels or Prophets could or would
never and ever intercede for that person after that! (please, see The Testament 2/255 & 53/26 & 21/28)
And thereby, to call or pray to Angels or Prophets herein for any Intercession is described by Almighty
as a dire and useless kind of idolatry, and thus an unforgivable sin! (please, certainly see The Testament
46/5 & 35/14 & 16/20-21 & 10/18 & 39/43 in this regard.) But on the other hand, as we have seen above,
if Almighty permits for a person, in the hereafter, after having been pleased with that person --especially if
he or she already wholeheartedly and sincerely worked on His Word herein, in this specific case; 20/109 =
14/27) then He may thereafter also direct that person to those honorable Prophets therein, for receiving
Intercession through them for his or her other sins, thus strictly after His permission and firmly in accordance
with His will, first of all, each and every time! (please, see The Testament 2/255 = 20/109 = 21/28 in this
regard.)

And after this, we should also go to The Reading document, Introduction part, pages 22-24,
to clearly witness those important “preparatory Signs” therein; most especially
= the Quran-Testament being composed of in total 114 (=19x…) Chapters;
= the Quran-Testament being composed of in total 6346 (=19x…) Verses;
= in the Quran-Testament only Chapter “1” and “9” lacking that opening statement (=bism
…) in the beginning, but then gaining it immediately at 1st or following 19th Chapter
therein; etc.
and after thus clearly seeing and learning about that real and authentic 19 coded
awesome “mathematical plannings” from Almighty herein, especially from within those
specific Verses (39/23 = 74/26-31 = 2/25) first of all, as we have basically thereafter also
thus witnessed them manifestly in our first two critical documents herein, through His
real Messenger of Covenant now, we should definitely stay far away then from all kinds of
other 19 (or even based on other numbers, such as 7, 12, prime etc.) fake codes, which may
basically be all productions of human hands, consisting many --logical and/or numerical-contradictions and flaws in them, even from the very beginning. (please, see The Testament
2/79) We should never get distracted by these kind of many fake codes, but immediately
and only focus and work on these 19 coded genuine “mathematical plannings” from
Almighty herein, which thereby, of course, may have no --logical and/or numerical-contradictions and no flaws in them, as thus expected from a perfect Almighty (please, see
The Testament 4/82 & 18/1 & 39/28), for our eternal salvation and benefits.
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But those who would not hearken to this important warning of Messenger of Covenant
here, and instead continue to produce or follow those kind of baseless and fabricated
fake codes, against the will of Almighty, may belong in the same category, after this, with
these people mentioned herein (=6/112-113), and they shall certainly thus be disowned
by this Messenger of Covenant herein, and in the hereafter! (please, see The Testament
6/114 & 26/216 in this regard.) But those who would hearken to this warning now, and
thereafter immediately repent and return to Almighty, and begin to focus and work only
on these genuine “mathematical plannings” herein; Almighty will surely accept their
repentance, and thereafter may even change their previous sins into credits for them now,
because they thus hearkened to this critical Message/Messenger of Almighty herein.
(please, see The Testament 39/33-35 & 25/70-71 in this regard.)
And I should also definitely remind to all sincere believers herein that there are also
many baseless 19 manipulations within Rashad’s works, which may basically be stemming
from Satan’s subtle influence and interventions upon that Messenger therein. (please,
certainly see The Testament 22/52 in this regard.) As I also tried to very clearly point out
in that first document, Almighty may now correct all of those Satanic interventions therein
through His real Messenger of Covenant now herein, just like He had corrected those
Satanic interventions upon Aaron in that time, through Moses later on. (please, see
The Testament 22/52-55 & 20/92-98 in this regard.)
But this real Messenger of Covenant now will also continue to build upon those
righteous deeds of that Messenger Rashad, and will truthfully and rightfully complete them,
as we must have already solidly witnessed this fact within those 2 pairs of golden Words,
and 7 pairs of golden Letters subjects herein.
And Rashad may ultimately not be hold responsible for any of those subtle Satanic
interventions, but be forgiven and has been taken into Heaven, and A.W. will be
remembered forever among honorable and righteous Messengers, together with this
real Messenger of Covenant now, like Moses and Aaron before. (please, see The Testament
37/181 & 27/10-11 & 48/2 in this regard.)
But those who would refuse to recognize this real Message/Messenger of Covenant now
--though it has definitely thus been solidly promised by Almighty, and certainly thus been
unmistakably prophesied by all those great Prophets, through all those related Verses and
prophecies, we have clearly witnessed in our first document-- shall ultimately be hold
responsible for their disbelief now,
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and hence, they may have to pay a very heavy price for their disbelief in the end! (please,
certainly see again 22/52-55 & 3/179 in this regard.)
So here additionally, I will also relate these eminent prophecies by prophet David and
Malachi, that no sincere believer will have no excuse at all after this, for still not recognizing
and not hearkening to this real Message/Messenger of Covenant, now:
====================
6- The utterances of the Lord are Utterances that are pure; they are “silver,”
-------------------------------that is purified;

clear to the world;

----------------------------------refined sevenfold!

(Psalms 12/6)
1- Here, I am sending My Messenger (=Rashad) to prepare the Way before Me;
And then unexpectedly, there will come to the Temple the Lord whom you seek,
and that “Messenger of Covenant” whom you desire. Yes, he is thus coming, says the LORD
of hosts.
2- But who will endure the day of his coming? And who can stand when he appears?
For he will be like the refiner’s fire, or like the fuller’s lye.
3- He will sit (before those Utterances of the Lord again, as already thus been emphasized
in the above Verse within Psalms)
-------------------------------refining,

----------------------------------and purifying!

And thus he will purify the sons of Levi; refining them --on the left side-- like gold,
and --on the right side-- like silver, that they may thereafter thus offer due sacrifice to
the Lord! (Malachi 3/1-3)
** We must have already clearly witnessed how this real Messenger of Covenant now already sat and thus
purified and refined --on each side-- those precious Utterances of Almighty, and then presented those
2 pairs of golden Words, and 7 pairs of golden Letters, by the grace of Almighty, clearly to the world,
thereafter, (please, certainly remember 74/26-31 in this regard; and then please, certainly also see
The Testament 13/17 to witness an exactly similar another “allegory” (=mathala) in the Word of Almighty
in this regard), as prophet David thus miraculously prophesied about this Message/Messenger of Covenant,
and then Malachi explained and clarified it further and deeper in those critical heavenly Verses above.

====================
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In this regard, we should also not forget that in that “splitting of the Moon” critical event,
that was thus a very important Sign of the approaching Hour:
====================
1- The Hour (=alsaa’atu) has come closer, and thus the Moon has split (=anshaqqa)!
(The Testament 54/1)
====================
in October 9, 2009 by that bombardment incident of the Moon by Nasa, and thus splitting
of the Moon’s surface thereupon,
** Because this same root verb shaqaqna (=split) is also used in the Quran-Testament in reference to rain bombardment
this time on earth, and thus splitting of the earth’s surface thereupon also thus herein! (80/25-26)

and within this historic incident, there came a “pair” of smoke from Moon’s surface
immediately thereafter;
And so maybe, in that big Smoke prophecy that is again promised by Him in 44/10-11,
Almighty perhaps may also again send it as a “pair” (or maybe “pairs”) of Smoke
upon the intended region on earth then (perhaps, through a strike from heaven (52/44),
or again using some kind of earthly means or sources therein (6/65), again to remind and
refer us in the end thus also specifically to His great Signs herein (51/49 & 41/53), which
are basically always consisting of heavenly “pairs,” as we have already profoundly
witnessed them herein, that perhaps those peoples in that immediate region, first of all,
and then all others globally may thus take heed and immediately repent and return to Him
thereafter, before it is too late then! (please, certainly see again The Testament 44/10-16
in this regard.)
And perhaps, in some near future then, all peoples in very large numbers will finally see
the ultimate Truth herein, and may all together come to that holiest City (=Becca/Tucson)
of this Last Millennium now (please, see The Testament 3/96-97 in this regard) thus to
seek Almighty’s great favor, and all of those major Prophets’ (especially, Noah & Abraham
& Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad) full support herein, and also in the hereafter,
in the way we have seen previously. (please, also see Psalms 84/6-7 = 55/8-9 =
22/28-29 in this regard.)
After this, in our third Document, titled (=An Exceptional Miracle), we shall see A.W.
another great Miracle from Almighty, this time regarding Even and Odd numbers, their
solid connection with number 19, and again those heavenly “pairs” within them,
thereafter!
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So herein, in the end of this critical second Document, I shall now solidly present all the
countings of these 7 pairs of our golden Letters, as they are firmly marked and thus been
highlighted within that authentic Quran-Testament (=its original Arabic: Al-Khabaru) text,
which is thus rightfully dictated unto this Messenger of Covenant (please, see again 98/2-3
in this regard) going Chapter by Chapter, in the following pages.
So let Peace and eternal Serenity be upon all those righteous believers herein, who shall
thus hearken to this important heavenly Message, in this most critical Final Age,
and thereafter wholeheartedly sit and work on it, and thus witness and personally verify it
with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for their own eternal Salvation and benefits
in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, certainly see again The Testament 39/23, 33-35 &
74/26-31 & 2/25-26 in this regard.)

Metin/Messenger of Covenant

---------------------** Until that final “preparing the way” Messenger Elijah (=mainly, the offspring of prophet Benjamin), and thereafter that final and
absolute “Messenger of Covenant” (=mainly, the offspring of prophet Joseph; please, see The Testament 18/83-98 in this regard) may,
successively again, come in the future, most probably within the end times of this Last -Third- Millennium, with the final and
absolute “Message of Salvation” from Almighty therein in that time, this “Message of Salvation” herein shall serve as the one and only
credible Way to Heaven for all sincere believers, generation after generation, up until then.
----------------------

